and Fig. 3 , left grey region), where high inclination objects spend much of their orbital period, would be more sensitive to these objects. 
Observations and Initial Reductions

80
The discovery component of the HiLat project imaged ∼700 square degrees of sky, all of which was 81 at ecliptic latitude larger than 12 • , extending almost to the North ecliptic pole (85 • , Fig. 3 ). Discovery 82 observations, comprising a triplet of images 1 hour apart each on the date listed in Table 1 , and a nailing 83 observation, a single image acquired a few nights away from the discovery triplet, were all acquired using 84 the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT) MegaPrime camera which delivered discovery image quality 85 (FWHM) of 0.7-0.9 arc-seconds in queue-mode operations. The observations occured in blocks of 11 to 86 32 contiguous fields, cycling three times between the fields. The number of fields observed in a series was 87 chosen such as to have ∼1 hour between two consecutive observations of the same field. When a block was 88 too large to be observed within one night, it was split into two sub-blocks observed during close-by nights, 89 with similar observing conditions. All discovery imaging data is publicly available from the Canadian
90
Astronomy Data Centre (CADC 4 ).
91
The HiLat designation of a block was: a leading 'HL' followed by the year of observations (6 to part of the survey is simply named HL9 as it was acquired as 22 contiguous blocks over this time span.
97
The discovery fields were chosen in order to maximize our sensitivity to the latitude distribution of the
98
Kuiper Belt, in particular the high inclination TNOs. Observing at high ecliptic latitude ensured that we 99 observed only high-inclination TNOs, and greatly decreased the pressure for follow-up observations, as the 100 number of TNOs per unit area drops sharply away from the ecliptic. The ecliptic longitudes were chosen 101 to avoid the galactic plane, and maximize our chances to get discovery and tracking observations (due to Note. -RA/Dec is the approximate center of the field. Fill Factor is the fraction of the rectangle Area covered by the mosaic and useful for TNO searching. D is the number of TNOs detected in the block, T is the number of them that have been tracked to dynamical classification. Only one HL6r detection with apparent magnitude beyond the characterization limit, was not tracked to a high-quality orbit. The limiting magnitude of the survey, r AB , is in the SDSS photometric system and corresponding to a 40% efficiency of detection. Detection limits give the limits on the sky motion in rate ("/hr) and direction ("zero degrees" is due West, and positive to the North). Note. -All observations not part of the HiLat discovery survey are reported here. UT Date is the start of the observing run; Obs. is the number of astrometric measures reported from the observing run. Runs with low numbers of astrometric measures were either wiped out by poor weather, or not meant for HiLat object follow-up originally. (a) This is the date of the first observation; targets were observed twice a month throughout the semester. magnitude-dependent detection probability of each discovery block by inserting artificial sources in the im-
116
ages. We performed differential aperture photometry for each of our detected objects observed on photomet-117 ric nights. Our photometry is reported in the Sloan system (Fukugita et al. 1996 ) with the calibrations con- in photometric conditions in a relatively narrow range of seeing conditions due to queue-mode acquisition.
121
Those real objects in each block that have a magnitude brighter than that block's 40% detection prob-
122
ability are considered to be part of the HiLat characterized sample. Because detection efficiencies below
123
∼ 40% determined by human operators and our software diverge (Petit et al. 2004) , and since characteriza-
124
tion is critical to our goals, we are unable to utilize the sample faint-ward of the measured 40% detection
125
efficiency level for quantitative analysis (although we report these discoveries, the majority of which were 126 tracked to precise orbits). The characterized HiLat sample consists of 21 objects of the 24 discovered 127 (Table 3 ). The magnitude distribution of objects detected brighter than our cutoff is consistent with the 128 shape of the TNO luminosity function (Petit et al. 2008 ) and the typical decay in detection efficiency due to 129 gradually increasing stellar confusion and the rapid fall-off at the SNR limit. 
Tracking
131
For typical (i.e., low ecliptic latitude) surveys to depth r ′ ∼ 23.5-24, the observing load of tracking 132 observations to secure the objects and determine their orbits represents many times the time spent for discov-
133
ery. In such a case, a ∼700 square degree survey with fully tracked objects would be prohibitive. However,
134
because HiLat covers very high ecliptic latitudes, the number of object per square degree at our limiting 135 magnitude goes down dramatically beyond 30-35 • and we detected only 24 objects (21 characterized).
136
Hence the tracking observing load was much lower than for an ecliptic survey and
137
All of the 21 characterized and 2 of the 3 non-characterized objects were followed for at least 3 op-138 positions. Objects that still had uncertain dynamical classifications were then followed up to 7 oppositions, 139 mostly for resonant or near-resonant objects. The global release of the complete observing record for all
140
HiLat objects is available from the MPC (Petit et al. 2015 ) and the entire astrometric data for the HiLat 141 objects can be found on the Besançon TNO database 5 . The correspondence between HiLat internal designa-
142
tions and MPC designations can be determined using Tables 3 and 4 or from the Besançon TNO database.
143
All characterized and tracked objects are prefixed by HL and are used with the survey simulator for our 144 modelling below. Note. -a: semimajor-axis (AU); e: eccentricity; i: inclination (degrees); R: distance to the Sun at discovery time (AU); mr: apparent magnitude of the object in MegaPrime r ′ filter; σr: uncertainty on the magnitude in that filter; Hr is the absolute magnitude in r band, given the distance at discovery; In Comment column, M:N: object in the M:N resonance; I: indicates that the orbit classification is insecure (see Gladman et al. (2008) for an explanation of the exact meaning); (M:N): the insecure object may be in the M:N resonance. For the orbital elements the number in "()" gives the uncertainty on the last digit. Note. -Same as Table 3 for non characterized objects.
The tracking observations provide sufficient information to allow reliable orbits to be determined such 
164
Using this classification procedure, 7 of our 21 characterized objects remain insecure, as defined in Table 3 gives the classification of all characterized objects. None of these objects had 169 archival observations before our discovery. Table 4 gives the classification of the tracked objects below the 170 40% detection efficiency threshold, hence deemed un-characterized and not used in our Survey Simulator 171 comparisons.
172
The apparent motion of TNOs in our opposition discovery fields is approximately θ("/hr) ≃ (147 AU)/R,
173
where R is the heliocentric distance in AU. With a typical seeing of 0.7-0.9 arcsecond and a time base of 174 70-90 minutes between first and third frames, we were sensitive to objects as distant as R ≃ 125 AU, pro-175 vided they are brighter than our magnitude limit. Despite this sensitivity to large distances, the most distant HiLat was designed to have maximum sensitivity to high-inclination objects (Fig. 2) , and thus places 186 strong constraints on the distribution of high-inclination objects, i.e., the hot population. The goal is thus to 187 improve the L7 model. 
Main Classical belt and L7 model 189
Our aim is to create a model that is compatible with both the CFEPS and HiLat detections. We are able 
Orbital model 197
To estimate the quality of a model, we compare the survey detected sample to the sample returned by 
277
Up to now we used the g ′ − r ′ = 0.7 colour derived from CFEPS sample for all components. However, Note. -Our model estimates are given for each sub-population within the Kuiper belt. The uncertainties reflect 95% confidence intervals for the model-dependent population estimate. Remember that the relative importance of each population will vary with the upper Hg limit. The A columns correspond to a uniform colour g ′ − r ′ = 0.7, while B columns have g ′ − r ′ = 0.45 for the hot component and g ′ − r ′ = 0.95 for the cold component.
fraction. This result provides (unsurprising) evidence for the already known different g ′ − r ′ colours of the 287 various components, which must be accounted for when combining detections in different filters. 
Other populations
289
The HiLat characterized sample included six outer classical or detached objects, roughly half as many in agreement with the outer-detached population being a smooth extension of the hot classical population.
296
We estimate the population beyond 48 AU N (H g ≤ 8.0) = 9500 +4500 −3500 , very similar to P1 estimate.
297
The HiLat characterized sample contains 4 resonant objects. One is in the 2:1 MMR and another one 298 in the 5:2 MMR with Neptune. These represent a small contribution to the known populations of these reso- 
Summary and discussion
339
The HiLat survey was designed to address one of the shortcomings of CFEPS, its lack of sensitivity 340 to high-inclination objects. HiLat imaged about 700 sqr. deg. from 12 • to 85 • ecliptic latitude. The survey 341 was performed at CFHT in the r ′ filter and achieved limiting magnitudes raging from r ′ = 22.4 for the 342 shallowest field to r ′ = 24.8 for the deepest field. Being at high ecliptic latitude, the survey detected only 343 24 objects, of which 21 are brighter than the characterization limit. Thanks to the small number of objects 344 and to our careful follow-up strategy, we tracked all characterized objects to precise orbit determination and 345 orbital classification.
346
HiLat detected 6 objects from the hot main classical belt. We confirm the global parameterization of The HiLat sample requires us to move the upper limit to 41 AU. Including the HiLat sample and survey in 350 the analysis, we decrease sightly the width of the inclination distribution of the hot component to σ = 14.5 • .
351
The high sensitivity of HiLat survey to TNOs on highly-inclined orbits permits formal rejection at high cosmogonic implications that would need to be investigated.
359
The exotic higher-i objects like those found in HiLat (Fig. 5) do not fit into this picture; we will 360 call these i ∼ 90 • objects the 'halo' component. Due to our sensitivity to high inclinations, these do not 361 represent the tail of the 14.5 • gaussian. Instead, these objects may point to a new source that feeds large-i
362
TNOs into the planetary system (Gladman et al. 2009 ). This may simultaneously be the source of the Halley- • reject objects with q < 38 − 0.2i (deg) to account for weaker long-term stability of low-q orbits at 380 low inclination.
381
The inclination distribution for the hot component remains P (i) ∝ sin(i) exp (−i 2 /2σ 2 ), but with σ = 
